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Abstract. Home automation is being implemented into more and more
domiciles of the elderly and disabled in order to maintain their indepen-
dence and safety. For that purpose, we propose and validate a surveil-
lance video system, which detects various posture-based events. One of
the novel points of this system is to use adapted Vander-Lugt correlator
(VLC) and joint-transfer correlator (JTC) techniques to make decisions on
the identity of a patient and his three-dimensional (3-D) positions in order
to overcome the problem of crowd environment. We propose a fuzzy logic
technique to get decisions on the subject’s behavior. Our system is fo-
cused on the goals of accuracy, convenience, and cost, which in addition
does not require any devices attached to the subject. The system permits
one to study and model subject responses to behavioral change inter-
vention because several levels of alarm can be incorporated according
different situations considered. Our algorithm performs a fast 3-D recov-
ery of the subject’s head position by locating eyes within the face image
and involves a model-based prediction and optical correlation techniques
to guide the tracking procedure. The object detection is based on (hue,
saturation, value) color space. The system also involves an adapted fuzzy
logic control algorithm to make a decision based on information given to
the system. Furthermore, the principles described here are applicable to
a very wide range of situations and robust enough to be implementable
in ongoing experiments. C© 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.3582861]
Subject terms: Vander-Lugt correlators; joint transform correlators; segmented
correlation filters; surveillance video systems; fuzzy logic; hue, saturation, and
value color space.
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1 Introduction and Scope of Research
Modern science and technology continue to augment the av-
erage age and the quality of life. Because of the aging popu-
lation of the United States and European countries, measures
must be taken in order to provide health care for the elderly.
The U.S. Census Bureau has projected that, by 2010, 13%
of the population will be 65 or older.1 The bureau has also
projected that, by 2030, there will be nine million Americans
older than 85.1 This spells good news for everyone, especially
seniors. Innovations continue to deliver better medicine, nu-
trition, and mental health care for seniors. Ultimately, this
provides the modern senior with the opportunity to lead a
robust and independent lifestyle. For a number of senior citi-
zens, independence entails living on their own. More seniors
continue to do a solid job of caring for themselves as well
as their property. However, independent senior living poses
inherent risks. Among several concerns, one of the most im-
portant is falling. Falls in the elderly are a problem for two
main reasons: they are more likely to happen than falls in
younger patients, and they are more likely to result in serious
injury (e.g., two common fractures as a result of falls in the
elderly are wrist fractures and fractures of the femur). Thirty
percent of those over 65 fall annually. Half are repeat fallers.
0091-3286/2011/$25.00 C© 2011 SPIE
Over half of those in nursing homes and hospitals will fall
each year. Recurrent falls are defined as those occurring at
least three times a year. Comorbidity is a serious problem
both in terms of contributing to the cause of the fall and the
outcome. This is one reason why mortality three months after
a fall is so high. Falls can be devastating to the affected in-
dividual but are also expensive to manage. Especially when
associated with fracture of the proximal femur, they carry a
high morbidity and mortality. Even lesser falls lead to loss
of self-confidence and reduced quality of life. This can also
have significant economic consequences because of the cost
of inpatient care but also loss of independence and the cost
of residential care. The prevention of falls poses a challenge
to caregivers and health care, in general. The main issue is
to reduce the number of falls that result in serious injury and
ensure effective treatment and rehabilitation for those who
have fallen.
The overwhelming majority of seniors wish to continue
to live in their own homes for as long as possible. However,
many homes are not well designed to meet our changing
needs as we age. Recent advances in the Internet protocol
(IP)-based video surveillance offer new opportunities for se-
curity tools in computerized (smart) homes. A smart home
or building is usually a new one that is equipped with special
structured wiring to enable occupants to remotely control or
program an array of automated home electronic devices by
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entering a single command. While first device applications
are being explored (e.g., automatic or semiautomatic control
of lighting, doors, and windows; heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning; and security and surveillance systems), there
is growing awareness of the wealth of issues that need to
be addressed to arrive at elderly monitoring applications in
a home-surveillance scenario (e.g., a video system of net-
work cameras to detect various posture-based events). These
events include normal daily life activities and unusual events
(e.g., fall detection). This calls for simple methods in which
the development of assistive domotics makes it possible for
the elderly and disabled to live by themselves and meet their
potential.
The reader may wish to consult two reports,2, 3 contain-
ing many references, for general discussions of such video
systems. Here, we will briefly review various aspects of the
problem that relate to our purpose. Chan et al.2 proposed
a general overview of video surveillance systems of the el-
derly and disabled in order to maintain their independence
at home. Other examples of automated methods of assis-
tive domotics are discussed by Nugent et al.3 Markovian
models were introduced recently4 that can be used to detect
occurrences of mobile or static states of a subject in a given
video sequence. The analysis of such models was carried
out by different types of sensors (e.g., motion and infrared
sensors). However, the approach developed in Ref. 4 can-
not identify the subject. In addition, the models described in
Ref. 4, though adequate to describe the spatial positions of
a specific subject, cannot analyze scenarios in which several
persons are present in the same location. Another type of
model was suggested by Zouba and coworkers.5 This model
is based on the merging of information issued from differ-
ent sensors. Thanks to these sensors, various posture-based
events (using a reference database) can be recognized and
motion of a subject can be detected. However, several basic
issues that were not considered in that work (e.g., a change
of clothes by the subject, and the presence of several persons
in the scene), introduce limitations in the application of this
model.
The present work investigates a system that is based on
the use of a video sequence and a specific method of merging
of information issued from a set of sensors. By this we mean
that the complicated problem arising when many persons are
present in the 3-D scene considered is circumvented by the
recognition-and-tracking algorithm of a given subject fol-
lowing an identification step. What distinguishes our work
from that of previous investigators is mainly that our cho-
sen technique, optical correlation, allows us to make (high-
level) decisions concerning behavioral change of the tracked
subject.
We now briefly outline the experimental issues and our
proposed strategy. In this paper, we report on the principle of
a potentially promising approach for a machine-vision-based
position-sensing system for detecting various posture-based
events that we have conceived and implemented. Our intent
in this paper is only to validate the principle of our approach
using a PC (CPU Intel Dual Core E5300, 2.6 GHz, 2Go
RAM). Having made the foregoing statement, however, we
must point out to the reader the fact that only six images per
second were considered in this study is a limitation of our
system. The prospect is now raised that the numerical imple-
mentation of this algorithm on a GPU or FPGA graphics card
might decrease significantly the computation time. There are
many critical issues that we want to consider: rapid detection
and reliability of an anomaly, the possibility of having several
levels of alarm for a given situation and nonintrusivity of the
method (i.e., no need for a small wireless pendant transceiver
to be worn around the neck or wrist). In addition, when falling
happens, the alert goes out and a video sequence showing the
scene can be sent to a medical response team. Image com-
pression of the video sequence is mandatory to reduce its size.
To preserve privacy, encryption can be also realized in order
that only authorized persons can visualize the scene. Our
system has focused on the goals of accuracy, convenience,
and cost, which in addition does not require any devices
attached to the subject. To deal with the above-mentioned
issues, our system involves digital video cameras positioned
in a room and processing the video stream using a special-
ized algorithm running on a PC. The system uses commercial
off-the-shelf webcams, which are widely available and cost
effective. We combine several optical correlation techniques
(i.e., the VLC6, 7 and JTC.7–9 More specifically, the VLC is
basically used for recognition and identification of a person
entering into a room, whereas the JTC is selected to follow
that person in the scene. This advantage of our technique
permits one to circumvent the problem of confusion, which
may be observed in the subject’s behavior. Our formulation
of the problem is also advantageous when several persons are
in the same scene, because correlation methods are adequate
to track and follow a given subject in a complex environment.
Face recognition is easily achieved with a camera; however,
it can be affected by several potential problems, such as
ambient illumination conditions and facial expression.10 We
start by reducing the face area in the target scene to get a
small-size image with very little background noise. This is
done by segmenting the scene using a subject’s skin detection
method based on the hue, saturation, and value (HSV) color
space. Then, this image is introduced into our correlator us-
ing an optimized, segmented composite filter11, 12 specially
designed for our application [i.e., a correlation filter combin-
ing several images of several possible references representing
the image to be recognize (rotation, scale, etc.)]. Our algo-
rithm will deal with multiple information (subject presence,
identity, position in the room, local time) originating from
different sensors; these data are called low-level decisions.
Next, the data are analyzed and merged together using an
adapted version of fuzzy logic13–15 in order to produce a
trigger signal whenever the head posture shows an anomaly;
this operation is called a high-level decision. Note that to
validate the principle of our approach, we considered only
three alarm levels: low, medium, and high. Our system keeps
track of head positions, recognizing certain postures and
detecting trigger events. When these triggers are detected,
the system delivers alerts or security alarm notification sig-
nals. The authors emphasize that, to the best of their knowl-
edge, the implementation of such a machine-vision-based
position-sensing system for monitoring of the elderly as an
application in home surveillance has never been previously
documented.
The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections.
In Sec. 2, an overview of the proposed algorithm to iden-
tify and track a subject moving in a given environment is
detailed. Next, we present the theoretical basis of 3-D infor-
mation recovery from image sequences obtained by a single
camera. The succeeding section explains how the tracking
is performed based on prediction, and how based on the
Optical Engineering June 2011/Vol. 50(6)067003-2
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analysis, modeling, and data fusion, the system delivers alerts
according several options (phone call to a relative or call for a
medical response team by sending compressed and encrypted
image sequences together with the subject’s medical file).
After explaining the theory behind our method, we present
and discuss, in Sec. 5, an experimental study done under re-
alistic conditions. Finally, our conclusions are summarized
in Sec. 6.
2 Overview of the Algorithm
The task of the block diagram in Fig. 1 is to provide an
overview of the system structure and processing procedure
described in this research. The first step consists of detecting
the subject at the entrance of a room. One effective way to
realize this operation is by a combination of infrared sensors
leading to captured video, typically a sequence of ten im-
ages. The primary function of the video or image sequence
is to identify the subject using a VLC fabricated with an
optimized, segmented composite filter.7, 12 Once the subject
is identified, the tracking procedure is implemented using a
fringe-adjusted JTC (FA-JTC),9 which has been adapted for
the application under study. With this machine-vision–based
approach, the subject’s head is detected. On the one hand, this
restricts the area to be studied. On the other hand, the noise
effects are minimized and the system performance is en-
hanced. Then, the energy of the head’s image is normalized,
even if this step is not mandatory. Indeed, we add references
(with several ambient illumination conditions) in the refer-
ences database used to design our correlation filter. Next,
the subject’s head is matched against an off-line database
pertinent to surveillance using correlation techniques. If the
subject’s head is not a good match, then the system can either
add the input image to the database or consider it an anomaly,
depending on the intensity of the correlation peak. Identifica-
tion and tracking procedures are considered at the same time.
Once the subject’s identification is established, the subject’s
identity is sent to the tracking system. If the identification
step is negative, then an alert is also sent to the controller.
However, because of the possible change in viewpoint, 2-D
information is not enough for distinguishing 3-D postures
(i.e., different head postures can have the same projection
on the image plane when viewed from different perspectives
and vice versa). In order to discriminate ambiguous projec-
tions, it is necessary to obtain depth information. There are
various approaches to addressing this problem. Stereovision
is the most natural way of extracting depth information.16, 17
The principle of stereovision is to have several cameras fo-
cused on the same object. Depth information is then recov-
ered based on the disparity between corresponding points
in images taken by these cameras. Next, the detection of
an anomaly in the subject’s motion (e.g., fall) is realized
by comparing the 3-D trajectory of the subject’s head with
that predicted by different scenarios. With this approach, the
system can acquire video image recordings of the head move-
ments, which are then merged. Because posture-based events
such as a fall may look different in the video from different
perspectives, the system must be able to yield the right de-
cision regardless of where the camera is placed. To achieve
this goal, we adhere to a procedure based on fuzzy logic
principles.
Fig. 1 Overall block diagram of machine-vision system described
in this research with object detection, segmentation, and video
compression.
3 Optical Correlation Techniques for Detection
of Various Posture-Based Events
Our machine-vision sensing system designed for pattern
recognition is based on optical correlation techniques. The
authors have previously addressed some of the above issues in
recent publications.7 Throughout the current effort, we have
a threefold procedure to solve the practical issues related to
the design and the implementation of a system capable of
reliably communicating with the cameras, and executing the
above-described algorithm. Image analysis of the subject’s
head is the crucial first step of the algorithm. Such analy-
sis includes the size reduction of the images to increase the
velocity processing for the comparison of the input image
and the correlation filters. In this research effort, we used the
HSV representation to detect subject’s skin18, 19 regions in a
given image. Eye detection is also used to discriminate the
head from the rest of the subject’s body. Eye detection and
tracking remain challenging due to the individuality of eyes,
occlusion, variability in scale, and light conditions. The sec-
ond step in our analysis consists of identifying the head of the
subject entering the room. The final stage in this effort is the
3-D motion tracking of the subject in a given environment
(i.e., typically, the subject’s home).
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Optical correlation techniques represent a powerful tool
for face tracking and identification. Optical implementation
of these techniques has been presented in the literature.7
However, even if these techniques are interesting, they are
generally too complicated to achieve with an all-optical sys-
tem, especially for reconfigurable systems.7–12, 20–25 Hybrid
methods (optical/digital) have been developed to alleviate
problems associated with optical implementation, such as the
need to use several spatial light modulators and the alignment
problem of the optical elements. The potential of the optical
correlation methods has been recognized because they pos-
sess a strong discriminating ability7–12, 20–25 and robustness
with respect to noise. In the present analysis, we introduce
a new composite filter optimized for correlation purposes to
deal with eye detection and tracking. While this specific filter
is adapted for an all-numerical approach, which becomes an
effective method for parallel processing using GPU or FPGA
graphics card, it is clear that our main goal is to improve the
performances of the correlator. Therefore, our focus is on
composite filters that maximize discrimination( i.e., produce
sharp correlation peaks so that we can easily localize the
target in the scene, maximize noise tolerance, discriminate
the desired class of images from all others, and easily imple-
mentable on correlators).11 In addition, special attention is
paid to a phase-only filter (POF). In general, this kind of fil-
ter leads to excellent performances while keeping its spectral
size reasonable,21 for a numerical implementation.
3.1 Head Detection Based on the Hue, Saturation,
and Value Color Space and the Method
of Moments
Color can have its disadvantages though, some of which are
the large memory requirements to store color information
and additional processing overhead for conversion from one
color scheme to another. These disadvantages can be addi-
tional burdens on a real-time system. Size reduction of the
images, which are the input of the correlators, is done by lim-
iting the video analysis to the head area of the subject. We first
detect skin areas because skin has very specific features—
whatever the type or color provided—that a relevant form
of image representation is chosen. Then, eye recognition is
performed inside the skin areas. Images can be represented
in various ways. Skin can be detected in color images by
using the HSV color space,18, 19 In the HSV color space, hue
represents the color information, which is represented by a
circular wheel and varies between 0 and 360◦, as displayed in
Fig. 2. Saturation gives the degree of purity of hue. Intensity I
or the value V gives the brightness level. Both saturation and
value range from 0 to 100%. The higher S is, the more rele-
vant the H information, and low S values indicate gray-scale
pixels. A maximum value for V indicates that the color is at its
brightest, and zero indicates the color black. The HSV color
space is of interest because the hue values are independent of
intensity. This has the advantage of intensity variations due
to illumination being ignored. However, it also has the disad-
vantage of being insensitive to differences between objects
and their shadows when the shadow is of the same color as
the object. For our purpose, utilization of the HSV domain
for color segmentation is well adapted. In practice, the insen-
sitivity problem is overcome by adjusting the thresholds to
be applied to the hue and saturation components according
to the skin subject’s skin color.
Fig. 2 HSV color space.
Figure 3 shows an example for detection of the head area
in a typical image. Start with Fig. 3(a), which is obtained
from a color webcam. Using our algorithm, the image can be
analyzed in terms of hue and saturation, respectively shown
in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The value component is not used
here because it depends closely on the image brightness.
Fig. 3(d) results from the threshold of the hue and saturation
components. These two images will undergo several opera-
tions (i.e., smoothing and erosion) to reduce their noise and
eliminate the isolated or small groups of pixels. Then, these
two images are merged together to get the output image
[Fig. 3(d)]. A restricted area centered on the head is then
chosen [Fig. 3(e)]. In some situations, some complication
may happen (e.g., if the subject is bare chested). To deal
with these particular situations, the HSV representation of
the image is associated with the RGB representation, where
three channels are used to depict red, blue, and green color
information, respectively, for eye detection. The idea is as
follows: once the skin areas are detected in an image, we
are looking for the eyes inside these areas. To reduce the
negative effect of unwanted reflections from the eyes and
make the system more reliable and robust, only the darker
parts of the face are detected in the red component of the
image. Next, the method of geometric moments is used to
locate the position of the eyes within the face image with
Fig. 3 Example of head detection based on the (a) target image, (b)
H component thresholding, (c) S component thresholding, and (d)
head-detection results. (e) This figure shows the result from running
the proposed method.
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a certain degree of accuracy. Many recognition techniques
based on the method of moments were developed in past
decades.26–28 Moments are used to find the center of an area
of white pixels (white noise). To adapt this method to our
application, we used the negative image. Thus, eyes become
an area of white pixels. In our approach, we consider that
the eye region is the darker part of the red component of
the face. We first invert this red component so that eyes are
described by a cloud of white pixels. It is of note that several
defects may persist (e.g., a strand of hair). To overcome this
problem, a mask is applied to the image for selection of the
areas that are of interest for our application. Once this mask
operation has been completed, computation of the vertical
geometric moment allows us to discriminate between the
right and left parts of the face. To refine the eye localization,
the operation is done also for obtaining the horizontal mo-
ment. Consequently, this method locates the position of the
eye within the vertical axis passing through it and between
the eye and the eyebrow. With this procedure, a target image
containing the information on the subject’s head is obtained.
Once this first step is established, we introduce this image in a
VLC filter by employing an optimized, segmented composite
filter.
3.2 Vander-Lugt Correlator with Optimized,
Segmented Composite Filter
The second step of our procedure is to solve a standard face-
recognition issue. The proposed method is based on a VLC
correlator with a new correlation filter. Utilization of the
VLC for face recognition has been fairly popular.6–12, 20–23
This method appears very effective despite possible dis-
tortions that may exist between the target face and the
reference images due to vertical and horizontal rotations.
Hence, we must have a large number of references leading
a large number of filters. The segmented composite filter,
which is used successfully in our laboratory, allows us to
overcome these problems by merging several references to-
gether. This filter allows us to obtain a better optimization of
the space-bandwidth product available than that of conven-
tional composite filters.7, 12 Indeed, with a composite filter,
the phenomenon of local saturation in the Fourier plane is
much more critical than for a segmented filter, due to the fact
that the manufacture of the composite filter is based on the
local addition of spectral information arising from different
references. In this work, an optimization technique is pro-
posed for fully exploiting the capabilities of VLC filter for
our specific application.
The schematic diagram illustrating the optimized, seg-
mented composite filter is shown in Fig. 4. Basically, it con-
sists of segmenting the Fourier plane of the filter into several
zones and allotting a reference image to each zone according
to a chosen criterion. In our published work on multicorre-
lation filters,7, 12 we showed that it is possible to design a
segmented composite filter, merging at least 12 references.
Specifically, we used a purely energetic criterion that does
not take into account the resemblance between the different
references. Validation of such optimization of this criterion
is now illustrated. We begin by performing the Fourier trans-
form (FT) of each image reference. Then, each spectrum is
multiplied by its own pass-band function Pk , which is cal-
Fig. 4 Synoptic diagram of the segmented composite filter for multi-
correlation (Ref. 7).
culated as⎧⎪⎪⎨
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where (i,j) denotes the coordinates of a given pixel, N is the
size of the image, Eki, j is the spectral energy of an image k
at the location (i,j), s and s′ are two given thresholds (here,
s and s′ were set to 4 and 0, respectively) and Ni Nj Eki, j
is the spectral energy of the reference image k. If more ref-
erence images are needed, then this comparison between
the reference “1” and other references should be repeated
as many times as there are references. Reference 1 is cho-
sen as the image containing the most probable position of
the subject’s face. In the current study, we have chosen the
reference presenting the subject’s face with horizontal and
vertical rotations equal to zero.
In order to enhance the performance of the correla-
tion decision, many algorithms have been proposed in the
literature.23–25 In this paper, we only consider an approach
based on the iterative reconstructed algorithm of the target
image using its spectral phase information. It is well estab-
lished that an image (scene) can be reconstructed using only
the information of its phase spectrum.29–31 Hereafter, the re-
lationship between the quality of the reconstructed image and
the decision performance of the correlator is investigated.
The principle of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 5. First, a FT of the target image is performed. Only,
the spectral phase is used later. These phases are used in
the reconstruction algorithm (see, e.g., for details Ref. 32)
in order to obtain the reconstructed image placed at the in-
put plane of the correlator. Only three or four iterations of
the reconstruction algorithm32 are required to reconstruct the
image. This reconstructed image is placed at the input of the
correlator. In Fig. 6(a), we show the correlation plane when
the original image (I0) is placed at the input of the correla-
tor. This plane will be used as the reference plane to check
the performance of the correlation decision when the recon-
structed image is displayed at the input plane. The second
input of the correlator is a reconstructed image from phase
Optical Engineering June 2011/Vol. 50(6)067003-5
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Fig. 5 Synoptic diagram of a reconstructed image as input of the
segmented filter POF (Ref. 29).
information (taking four iterations). The corresponding cor-
relation plane using the same filter is shown in Fig. 6(b). It
is also interesting to note that we can see the robustness of
our algorithm, which can improve the correlation between a
reconstructed image and a reference image. In fact, the noise
in the correlation plane has been reduced and the peak-to-
correlation energy (PCE), defined as the energy of the peak
correlation normalized to the total energy of the correlation
plane
PCE =
∑M
i, j Epeak(i, j)∑N
i, j Ecorrelation plane(i, j)
, (2)
where M denotes the size of the peak correlation spot and
N stands for the size of a correlation plane, was at the same
time increased by a factor of 3.8. The good results obtained
are attributed to the fact that this reconstruction method, de-
pending only on the target image’s phase, may be assimilated
to a contour detection–based method. In addition, it allows
us to reduce noise since only several iterations are required.
An important property of this method is its ability to handle
shape, scale, and rotation changes. On basis of the above dis-
cussion, we suggest that the 3-D correlation technique that
is developed in Ref. 7 can be employed in order to make the
system more reliable and robust.
3.3 Joint-Transfer Correlator for Subject’s Tracking
Assuming that identification of the subject is positive from
the image analysis, a JTC is used to guide the tracking
procedure.7–10 Here the procedure is described for a sin-
gle camera. However, because the main purpose here is to
record the parameters related to a moving subject, we need
to introduce a 3-D tracking of the subject. Hence, the depth
information extracted using 3-D reconstruction must be ac-
curate and several cameras are necessary. This case will be
discussed in Sec. 4.
In Ref. 8, the principle of a new type of correlator for
pattern recognition called JTC was introduced by Weaver
and Goodman. In their pioneering paper, the authors demon-
strated the sufficient and necessary conditions to optically
achieve the convolution between two images displayed in
the input plane of the JTC correlator: a target image (im-
age to be recognized) and a reference image (image coming
from a given data base). Both target and reference images
are separated by a given distance. The synoptic diagram of
the JTC is presented Fig. 7. A first beam coming from a
laser illuminates the input plane I(x,y) = s(x,y) + r(x – d,
y – d), which contains the scene, with s(x, y) as the target
image to be recognized, and the image reference is r(x – d,
y – d), where d represents the distance separating the target
from the reference images. The joint spectrum, obtained by
Fourier transforming I(x,y), is recorded and yields an expres-
sion of |t(u,v)|2, which takes the form
|t(u, v)|2 = |S(u, v)|2 + |R(u, v)|2
+{|S(u, v)| exp [ϕs(u, v)]} {|R(u, v)|
× exp [−ϕr (u, v) + j(ud + vd)]}
+ {|S(u, v)| exp [−ϕs(u, v)]} {|R(u, v)|
× exp [ϕr (u, v) − j(ud + vd)]} . (3)
To obtain the correlation plane using the classical joint trans-
form correlator (CL-JTC), we need to perform an inverse
Fourier transform (FT− 1) of the recorded intensity [Eq. (3)]
to get the three-peak correlation plane: a first one represent-
ing the zeroth order resulting from the FT− 1 of the first term
Fig. 6 3-D representation of normalized correlation planes: (a) correlation between the original image with our correlation filter and (b) correlation
between the reconstructed image with the same filter.
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Fig. 7 Principle of the JTC (Ref. 7).
of the left-hand side of Eq. (3), and two other peaks cor-
responding to the FT− 1 of the second and third terms of
the left-hand side of Eq. (3). Studying these two correlation
peaks determine the degree of resemblance between the tar-
get and the reference faces. However, this standard correlator
has two major drawbacks rendering its use not always reli-
able: it presents a very large and very intense zero-order peak
compared to the other peaks, and it is characterized by two
low-intensity and large correlation peaks. To improve this sit-
uation, various optimization schemes were proposed in the
literature. In this research effort, we will focus on the FA-JTC
suggested by Alam and Karim9 (i.e., the FA-JTC that permits
one to render the JTC more robust to noise). This procedure
was adopted here because it allows us to eliminate the effect
of the input image background noise (the image background
noise that can exist behind the subject), and it is user friendly.
Basically, it consists of multiplying the intensity of the JTC
joint spectrum [Eq. (3)] with the fringe-adjusted filter
H (u, v) = G(u, v)
N (u, v) + R(u, v) , (4)
where G(u,v) denotes a function to obtain an optical gain of
>1, and N(u,v) is a function used to reduce the noise effect
in the correlation peak and/or to delete the band limit of the
signal. In the case considered here, N(u,v) denotes the image
background.
The procedure for tracking the subject is realized by ini-
tializing the JTC with a reference image R0 (in Fig. 8, left
panel of a1), i.e., the subject head obtained, as described in
Fig. 8 Principle of the tracking system.
Sec. 3.1, at the entrance of the room. The target image (i.e.,
the first image of a video sequence recorded as the subject
crossed the door of the room) is introduced in the correspond-
ing right panel of Fig. 8. Because the position related to the
reference image is known exactly, that of the subject’s head
in image I1 can be determined by using the JTC. The latter
will serve as reference image for the next iteration (panel a2
in Fig. 8), and so on. With this kind of procedure, the head’s
motion and trajectory can be extracted. We have investigated
this procedure with several people in the room, and it has
been found to be robust.
One feature needs additional explanation. To measure
the head’s position in 3-D space, the depth information ex-
tracted using 3-D low-cost (low-resolution) webcams must be
accurate. However, noise in the video-capture process is
inevitable due to the problems of camera imaging (e.g., dis-
tortion). Therefore, the images to be analyzed contain inaccu-
racies that make establishing the correspondences in adjacent
frames less reliable. To make the system reliable and robust,
Optical Engineering June 2011/Vol. 50(6)067003-7
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Fig. 9 Example of reference database used in our study.
we introduce a database to save the possible head’s motion
pattern information (Fig. 9). We also use this database when
the synchronization is lost. With this kind of standard predic-
tion and correction procedure, the noise effects are minimized
and the system performance is enhanced.
4 Hardware and Software Architectures
Figure 10 shows the platform used to carry out the study
for validating the principle of our approach. The measure-
ment surface, which is the region over which the camera
views overlap, is 2 × 1.2 m2. It is equipped with four static
webcams and a chair. In Fig. 10(a), the stars denote the
positions of the webcams, which record the parameters re-
lated to the head’s motion pattern. With this approach, the
depth information can be retrieved using a standard stereo-
vision method. Each camera gives us several decisions (e.g.,
presence of the subject in the room, identity of the subject,
information on the head’s motion position, and depth of the
subject in the room). This set of information, called a low-
level decision, is collected and stored in different files (one
file per camera). These are then merged for the purpose of
making a decision concerning behavioral change of the sub-
ject; this decision is called a high-level decision.
Fuzzy logic has been applied to exposure control in the
camera systems to take advantage of linguistic logic de-
scribed control systems.13–15 In many image-processing ap-
plications, expert knowledge must be used for applications
such as pattern recognition and scene analysis. Many diffi-
culties in image processing arise because the data, tasks, and
results are uncertain. This uncertainty is not always due to the
randomness but to the inherent ambiguity and vagueness of
image data (e.g., grayness ambiguity, geometrical fuzziness,
and vague knowledge of image features). A related work is
discussed by Kang et al.,33 where an iris-recognition method
for information security is based on fuzzy logic control. It is
now well established that choices of rule sets and member-
ship functions significantly affect achieving the performance
goals.
Components for the proposed fuzzy logic system are il-
lustrated in Fig. 11. The experimentally relevant parame-
ters we are considering are: (i) head height, Hhead, in the
Fig. 10 Experimental platform for the study of various posture-based events, including normal daily life activities and unusual events (e.g., fall
detection).
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Fig. 11 Fuzzy logic controller optimizes the trigger of the alarms
through fuzzy rules and membership function.
scene. This parameter is of paramount importance because
a fall is characterized by an abrupt change of Hhead. (ii) The
threshold time, Tthres, corresponds to the time interval for
which the head’s position is less than a given threshold (e.g.,
S = subject height/2). Several scenarios should be consid-
ered to avoid false alarms (e.g., distinguish the two events:
“the subject bends down to pick up an object” and “the sub-
ject is feeling faint”). For this purpose, we assumed that if
Tthres ≥ 7 s, then the level of alarm increases and the alert
goes out when it is equal to 10 s. (iii) The position, Po (e.g.,
chair). (iv) In surveillance, activity can be low most of the
time, but once it does happen, it can be quite important. In
addition, for several situations, Tthres should be significantly
larger than 7 s (e.g., when the subject is drowsy in his or her
chair). For these situations, it is the inactivity time, Tinac, that
will raise the alarm. For the purposes of the experiments to
follow, we assumed that this time is equal to 1000 s; and (v)
the time, T.
Four levels of alarm were considered (Fig. 11): (i) no risk
(i.e., the subject is moving inside the room and his or her
head is above the position threshold); (ii) low risk (i.e., a
security alarm is raised); (iii) moderate risk (i.e., a second
security alarm is raised and a compressed and encrypted34, 35
image of the scene can be sent to a medical response team);
and (iv) high risk: a third security alarm is raised and a
compressed and encrypted image of the scene is sent to the
medical emergency teams and to a medical response team. To
make a reliable decision, each camera is making a decision
based on the five input variables considered in Fig. 11. The
fuzzy value for input and output state variables is treated as a
continuous function, which is called a membership function,
and fuzzyAND and fuzzyOR operators. Among the many
possible fuzzy membership functions, the sigmoid function
f (x) = A/1 + exp [−B (x − C)] (5)
was used. In Eq. (5), the prefactor A defines the maxi-
mum output gain, B is the slope, C is the offset that rep-
resents the midpoint at the transition of the sigmoid function,
and x denotes the state input variables (Hhead, Tinac, Tthres).
This membership function is illustrated in Fig. 12, taking A
= 10, B = 1, and C = 5. The membership function represents
the level of alarm for each input variable. This membership
function depends on the specific situation that is analyzed.
As an explicit example, Fig. 12 shows the result of a
typical membership function corresponding to the situation
where the head’s position is less than a given threshold (sub-
ject height/2). This situation may correspond to a variety of
events (e.g., “the subject bends down to pick up an object”
or “the subject is feeling faint”). For these two events, the
head’s position is under the authorized threshold. To dis-
criminate between the two events for which an alert should
Fig. 12 Membership function.
be sent only for the latter, Tthres (horizontal axis in Fig. 12)
is divided into three regions. Then, a level of alarm is asso-
ciated to each region (vertical axis in Fig. 12). Hence, the
level of alarm (expressed in percent) is seen to change much
more abruptly in the second region than in the first one. The
sigmoid membership functions for Tthres, Tinac, and Hhead are
similar. For Tthres, Tinac, the horizontal axis is expressed in
seconds, whereas for Hhead, the horizontal axis is expressed
in centimeters.
The membership function used for time T should also
consider two specific situations, i.e., the subject is present
in the room during the night or may be inactive for a long
time during the day. For the remainder of our discussion, we
focus only on the latter situation. The membership function
for position Po is a surface. A Gaussian function was chosen.
This conical form–shaped surface is localized at the chair’s
position in the scene (Fig. 13). Henceforth, if the subject
sits at this point, his or her head’s position can be under the
threshold and the level of alarm remains low.
5 Experimental Results
A variety of experiments were done with video recordings
of several trials of subject’s body movement as input to
the machine-vision algorithm. As we have noted before,
the software was run on a CPU: Intel Dual Core E5300,
2.6 GHz, 2 Go RAM computer. The video files were captured
by Logitech webcams, which offered video with a resolution
of 352 × 288 pixels in size.
5.1 Fall Detection
As a practical example restriction, we consider a fall detec-
tion scenario corresponding to a rapid decrease of the head’s
position below the authorized threshold. For this purpose, the
position and velocity of the subject were recorded. These data
allow us to decide if the subject is static (if he or she sits on
a chair) or is moving (with a given velocity). The trajectory,
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Fig. 13 Illustration of the membership function for position P0.
velocity, and inactivity time are the fundamental parameters
of the membership function described above using fuzzy op-
erators in order to raise a fall alarm. This procedure (limited
here to six images per second due to the use of a PC) allows
us to detect situations for which the head’s position of the
subject is falling down rapidly. However, when the subject
is falling down very rapidly, the false alarms were identical.
This is mainly due to the needed processing time (identifica-
tion, tracking, and fuzzy operation).
To get reliable information of fall detection, it is manda-
tory to process in real time all information captured from the
four tracking webcams. The used software is not appropriate
to satisfy this constraint. In addition, a saturation problem
may affect the processor. To overcome this problem, only
six images per second were considered. Hence, our method
cannot be relevant for detection of a rapid fall. Moreover,
it remains important to improve the image quality by using
high-resolution cameras and to increase the number of sen-
sors. Powerful and rapid processors are required to overcome
the software limitations and focus on the hardware part of
this method. For that purpose, we are planning to use a GPU
instead of a CPU.36, 37
A user interface applying the above-mentioned method is
given in Fig. 14. Head motion is captured by four webcams
and recorded from either the front, back, or side in order
to extract the Tthres, Tinac, and Hhead. Hence, four video se-
quences of the scene can be visualized in this interface. The
identification of the subject and his or her head’s position are
represented by pink frames in Fig. 14. Stereovision permits
one to characterize the depth information related to the sub-
ject (represented by the dot in the left panel of Fig. 14). The
fuzzy alarm level (in%) is indicated at the right bottom of
Fig. 14.
5.2 Experimental Validation
Many situations simulating a fall event were tested using our
system. An illustrative example is shown in Video(1).38 This
video clip has a duration of 2 min, in which four scenarios are
considered: the subject is moving inside the scene with his or
her head’s position above a given threshold value (no alarm);
the subject falls (flag an alert); the subject bends down slowly;
and the subject sits on a chair (the security alarm is raised
after a given inactivity time). For this first scenario, the results
shown here suggest that the level of alarm remains very low
if the head’s position is above the threshold. As the subject
bends down slowly (e.g., for picking up an object), the level of
alarm increases gently. If the subject does not stand up beyond
the 7 s, then the level of alarm exhibits a rapid rise and the
alert goes out if the level of alarm reaches 100%. However,
the level of alarm decreases to 0% if the subject stands up.
Likewise if the subject is falling, his or her head’s position
is suddenly below the threshold. Consequently, the level of
alarm increases abruptly and the alert goes out. The last
Fig. 14 User interface of the fuzzy logic and optical correlation-
based face-recognition method developed using Matlab software and
a CPU: Intel Dual Core E5300, 2.6 GHz, 2Go RAM computer. (Color
online only.)
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scenario shown in the video sequence concerns the situation
when the subject sits on a chair. For this case, the level of
alarm is calculated according the inactivity time thanks to the
membership function shown in Fig. 13. On increasing Tinac,
the level of alarm increases significantly until the alert goes
out.
6 Summary
Home automation is being implemented into more and more
homes of the elderly and disabled in order to maintain their
independence and safety. Fundamental to the preference for
home-based care over institutional care is the expectation that
family caregivers will be available in the home to support pa-
tients who would otherwise be in an institution. In this paper,
we have proposed a novel method for fuzzy logic and optical
correlation-based face recognition for elderly monitoring in
home surveillance. Our machine-vision system has focused
on the goals of accuracy, convenience, and cost, which, in
addition, does not require any devices attached to the subject.
This is particularly important when considering the difficulty
that hemiplegic subjects have in putting on attached sensors
and the inherent inaccuracy introduced in their motor limita-
tions. The system involves the use of ordinary off-the-shelf
web cameras for image acquisition, and the software was
implemented on a PC. The system is able to recover the 3-D
position information from the camera images. The objective
of the proposed research was segmentation based on motion
and tracking motion during surveillance, subject (head) iden-
tification based on some descriptor on shape, and color for
matching between frames. The object detection is based on
HSV color space. In addition, we need a method to detect
scene changes. The identification and tracking system relies
on the use of a new segmented composite filter allowing
us to get robust face recognition. To get a quick identifica-
tion, we had to reduce the size of the target image (head
area) to display at the input plane of the correlator. Consid-
ering this, quantized saturation values are used to segment
the hue. Pixels with high saturation values (which give good
color information) are considered similar to each other and
grouped together. For the purposes of the tracking procedure,
we used FA-JTC, which is adapted to eliminate the effect of
the background and hence increase the efficiency of proposed
fall-detection scheme. In addition, our system is cost effec-
tive becaquse it uses low-cost webcams. Each webcam gives
us information about several physical parameters, such as
the head’s position related to a given reference, the threshold
time corresponding to the time where the head’s position is
less than a given threshold, and the head’s velocity. Our ex-
ample clearly demonstrates the feasability of our approach to
obtain a reliable system based on optics correlation methods
and fuzzy logic for elderly monitoring in home-surveillance
applications. The different experiments (realized with three
different persons with the same scenarios shown in the video
of Ref. 38, Chapter 5) demonstrate the good performances
of our approach. For the four scenarios considered in this
study, the level of alarm is close to 89%. The technique
presented does appear to possess good performances for
identifying and tracking a subject as he or she enters the
room and to analyze various posture-based events, includ-
ing normal daily life activities and unusual events (e.g., fall
detection).
This is first time that an algorithm, combining two types
of optical correlation architectures (i.e., VLC, JTC) with a
merging of information based on a fuzzy logic approach is
proposed for patient-monitoring applications in home video
surveillance. The proposed method is novel because it is able
to overcome the problem of variation of the target object (pa-
tient) with time, for which using a given base of references
images may pose serious problems. To solve this problem,
we replace the reference images not used in our database by
new images taken more recently. Our database is composed
of images taken under different conditions (e.g., positions,
lighting conditions). All these aspects are included in our
baseline algorithm. To deal with the problem of nonuniform
illumination, the technique recently developed in Ref. 39 is
included in our algorithm. To show the good performance of
our algorithm several baseline algorithms were studied.40, 41
However, these approaches do not allow us to identify the
patient and have a limited performance when complex situ-
ations (e.g., several persons are presented in the scene, the
patient is partially hidden) are considered. Baseline algo-
rithms for identification based on the use of the independent
component analyses (ICAs) model42 were also studied by
us. However, these approaches necessitate much computing
time and require selecting the target face present in the given
scene before the identification step.43, 44 Overall, it is found
that these approaches have a lower performance than those
based on correlation.45
The main objective of this work was to present the proof of
principle of a robust on-intrusive eye detection and tracking
(i.e., eye localization in the image and for video images track-
ing of the detecting eyes from frame to frame). In the light
of the preceding results, it appears to consider the limitations
of the system: (i) Identification should be realized thanks to
a VLC correlator with a dynamical reference image base in
order to deal with the subject’s position and light illumina-
tion changes and (ii) research in eye detection and tracking
for face recognition poses many challenges that were not
considered in the analysis (e.g., when the subject is wearing
glasses). We consider that our algorithm remains efficient if
>75% of the subject’s face can be viewed. Otherwise, the
algorithm is instable with respect to illumination and viewing
angle, rotation, etc. To deal with these issues, we proposed
to adapt a new correlation filter using ICA as a preprocess-
ing stage for face recognition46 because the ICA method is
robust against the change of image versus rotation, illumina-
tion, structured noise, and scale for a database of independent
components. As an outlook, we mention that we are currently
trying to optimize, on the one hand, the tracking process by
using a JTC and specific filters to suppress background noise
and, on the other hand, the subject’s localization within the
scene. The only remaining systematic error in the head’s po-
sition is due partly to purely numerical issues and partly to a
physical feature of the specific stereovision method used. We
believe that with higher computational resources, these limi-
tations can be overcome and we could increase the efficiency
of proposed fall-detection scheme. For a few cases of rapid
motion of the subject’s head, problems may arise due to the
limitation of the CPU to deal with six images per second. A
simple modification of the model (i.e., numerical implemen-
tation of this algorithm on a GPU or FPGA graphics card)
will remove this shortcoming.
We close with a word of caution. This research is
a first step toward building a compression and detection
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machine-vision system for specific surveillance application
(i.e., monitoring of the elderly). The biggest concern ex-
pressed by potential users of smart home technology is “fear
of lack of human responders or the possible replacement
of human caregivers by technology,”1 but home automation
should be seen as something that augments, but does not
replace, human care.
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